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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on the analysis of a free classification
of vocal imitations of everyday sounds. The goal is to high-
light the acoustical properties that have allowed the listeners
to classify these imitations into categories that are closely
related to the categories of the imitated sound sources. We
present several specific techniques that have been developed
to this end. First, the descriptions provided by the partici-
pants suggest that they have used different kinds of similari-
ties to group together the imitations. A method to assess the
individual strategies is therefore proposed and allows to de-
tect an outlier participant. Second, the participants’ classi-
fications are submitted to a hierarchical clustering analysis,
and clusters are created using the inconsistency coefficient,
rather than the height of fusion. The relevance of the clus-
ters is discussed and seven of them are chosen for further
analysis. These clusters are predicted perfectly with a few
pertinent acoustic descriptors, and using very simple binary
decision rules. This suggests that the acoustic similarities
overlap with the similarities used by the participants to per-
form the classification. However, several issues need to be
considered to extend these results to the imitated sounds.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Framework

Vocal imitations are very commonly and spontaneously used
in everyday conversations when trying to describe a sound.
Two kinds of imitations have to be distinguished: standard-
ized imitations (i.e. onomatopoeias) and non-standardized
ones. Onomatopoeias are words, the spelling of which is
conventional, and the meaning shared by a given population.
“Cock-a-doodle-doo” is an example of onomatopoeia in En-
glish: every English listener knows that this word labels
the cry of a rooster, but its pronunciation might be some-
how different from the rooster’s cry. On the contrary, non-
standardized imitations occur when a speaker tries to imitate
a sound with any means of vocal production, without us-
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ing standardized words. Whereas there is a finite number of
onomatopoeias in a language, the variety of vocal imitations
potentially occurring in conversations is virtually infinite.

The study reported here focuses on non-standardized vo-
cal imitations. The assumption is made that such imitations
are simplifications of the imitated sounds, which still allow
the recognition of what has been imitated. Therefore, the
production of vocal imitations is believed to provide a rele-
vant paradigm for the study of how human listeners identify
sound sources. Sound source identification and the percep-
tion of everyday sounds have become an important domain
of research since the 90’s [6, 7], the potential applications
of which are manyfold in audio content analysis or sound
synthesis. More specifically, studying sound source identi-
fication and vocal imitations is expected to inform the de-
velopment of cartoonification, a particular method of sound
synthesis that consists in exaggerating some acoustic fea-
tures while discarding some others [18]. The advantages of
such a technique are that it renders the information clearer,
more effective, while reducing the computational cost.

1.2 State-of-the-art

Vocal imitations have been studied from different perspec-
tives. Laas et al. [11,12] showed that listeners could identify
fairly well human-imitated animal sounds, and that the iden-
tification performances were sometimes even better with im-
itations than with real animal sounds. Nevertheless, the au-
thors do not explicitly mention whether participants listened
to the sounds to imitate or were given the names of the ani-
mals to imitate, and whether they could used onomatopoeias
or not. Therefore, the successful identification might be ac-
counted for the conventionality and symbolism in the imita-
tions. Other studies have reported systematic patterns of as-
sociations between phonetic properties of the imitations and
acoustical properties of the imitated sounds [2,4,21,22]. For
example, plosives are very commonly used to imitate short
sounds or sounds with brutal onsets, such as impacts, explo-
sions. Fricatives are used to imitate sounds with smooth
onsets, such as the wind, a breath. The length of imita-
tions is related to the duration of the sounds, or to the num-
ber of distinct elements composing the sounds. This shows
that vocal imitations can mimic various temporal aspects
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of sounds. However, there are always imitations that do
not verify these rules, and some imitations are better than
others. Other studies were interested in vocal imitations of
tabla drumming sounds [15], strange machine sounds [14,
20], impulse sounds [8, 9], various sounds [10], flue organ
pipe sounds [17], sounds of laser printers and copy ma-
chines [19]. They show that many spectro-temporal proper-
ties of the sounds are reproduced in the imitations: duration,
range of frequency, spectral centroid, transients, etc.

Overall, this review of the literature points out several
issues. Not all imitations allow perfect identification. The
quality of an imitation can be related to the capacities of the
vocal apparatus, the performance of the imitators, the diffi-
culty to imitate a given sound. The degree of convention-
ality and symbolism of the imitations is variable. This can
be linked with the nature of the imitations (onomatopoeias,
non-word phonetic imitations or non-phonetic imitations).

1.3 Outlines of the study

The analysis reported in this article is based on the results
of an experimental study described in [3]. This study pro-
vides a set of vocal imitations of everyday sounds that have
been categorized by a group of listeners. These imitations
are non-standardized, and some of them are even difficult
to transcribe phonetically. The goal of this paper is to high-
light the acoustical properties that have allowed the listeners
to classify the imitations into categories that are closely re-
lated to the categories of the imitated sound sources. This
paper reports on the specific techniques that have been de-
veloped to this end, as well as the results of the analyses.

The experimental study is reported in Section 2. The par-
ticipants’ strategies are analyzed in Section 3, with a specific
technique to detect the outliers, using the RV coefficient.
The categories provided by the participants are analyzed in
Section 4, with hierarchical clustering and the inconsistency
coefficient. The acoustical properties accounting for the cat-
egories of imitations are finally highlighted in Section 5.

2 FREE CLASSIFICATION OF IMITATIONS

2.1 Recordings

Vocal imitations were recorded for a set of environmental
sounds. The imitated sounds were selected from a corpus
of sounds recorded in a kitchen. These sounds had already
been used in other experimental studies reported in [13].
Particularly, they had been used in a free classification task.
Therefore, the perceptual organization of these sounds into
categories of sound sources is available (the 4 main cate-
gories are liquid, solid, gas, electric). During the recording
session, the participants listened to each sound to imitate
and had three trials to record an imitation. They were ex-
plicitly asked not to use words, in particular onomatopoeias.

2.2 Method

Twelve sounds were chosen: 3 liquid sounds L1, L2, L3,
3 solid sounds S1, S2, S3, 3 gas sounds G1, G2, G3, and
3 electric sounds E1, E2, E3. Six imitators were chosen:
3 women W1, W2, W3, and 3 men M1, M2, M3. The 6
imitations of each of the 12 sounds gave a corpus of n = 72
vocal imitations that were used in a free classification ex-
periment. Participants had first to group together the imita-
tions so as to form different classes. They could create as
many classes as they wished, and did not receive any spe-
cific instruction on how to form the classes. Then, they had
to freely describe each class they had made. For each par-
ticipant p, the results of the classification were encoded in a
n ! n matrix Dp, called distance matrix, such that:

d(p)
ij =

!
0 if sounds i and j were grouped together;
1 else.

(1)

3 THE PARTICIPANTS’ STRATEGIES

3.1 Descriptions of the categories

The descriptions of the categories provided by the partic-
ipants are not systematically analyzed here. They suggest
however that the participants have used different kinds of
similarities to group together the sounds (according to the
typology defined in [13]). Indeed, most of the descriptions
mention causal and semantic similarities (i.e. the cause and
the meaning associated with the identified sources). But
other similarities were also used: acoustical properties of
the sounds, feelings (called here hedonic properties), means
of vocal production (see Table 1). For some participants,
the description of a given class sometimes mentions several
kinds of similarities (e.g. “Continuous sounds, with a kind
of vibration, with the lips, the throat, there is something
spinning, noises of machines”). Furthermore the descrip-
tions provided by a participant suggest that he made classes
in a rather random fashion.

Similarity Examples of descriptions
“Mechanical actions of slicing”

Causal / Semantic “Water dripping”
“All kinds of drilling machines, food processors”
“Loud and rhythmic sounds”

Acoustic “Repeated, percussive sounds”
“Continuous sounds”
“Very aggressive, catches attention”

Hedonic “Suffering”
“Mentions the comfort”
“Throat noises”

Vocal production “Expiration with a whistle on the tongue”
“With the lips”

Table 1. Examples of descriptions given by the participants,
sorted into different kinds of similarities.
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3.2 Individual classifications

The descriptions of the classes suggest different strategies
across the participants, and even an outlier behaving ran-
domly. There is however no widespread method to ana-
lyze individual differences in classification experiments. We
used here a method inspired from [1]. It consists in comput-
ing a measure of pairwise similarity between the individual
classifications. It is also possible to add random individual
classifications in order to detect potential outliers.

3.2.1 A measure of pairwise similarity

The RV coefficient [5] is a measure of similarity between
two symmetric matrices X and Y and is given by:

RV (X,Y) =
trace(XYT )"

trace(XXT ) trace(YYT )
(2)

Therefore, it can be used as a measure of pairwise similarity
between individual classifications. Following [1], the RV

coefficient is not computed here directly between the dis-
tance matrices, but between the individual normalized (with
respect to the spectral radius) cross-product matrices. The
cross-product matrix S̃p for participant p is given by:

S̃p = "1
2

CDpCT (3)

where Dp is the distance matrix of participant p. The n! n
matrix C is called a centering matrix and is given by:

C = I " 1 · mT (4)

where I is the n ! n identity matrix, 1 is a column vec-
tor of length n filled with ones, and m a column vector of
length n called mass vector and composed of positive num-
bers whose sum is equal to 1. Here, all observations are of
equal importance so we set each element of m equal to 1

n .

3.2.2 Distances between participants

The between-participant similarity matrix RV, whose coef-
ficients [RV]ij = RV (Si,Sj) are the RV coefficients be-
tween the normalized cross-product matrices Si and Sj , is
then constructed. A principal component analysis (PCA)
is applied on RV and is represented in Figure 1 using the
two principal components. In this map, a kind of distance
between the participants is represented since the proximity
between two points reflects their similarity. We also added
random normalized cross product matrices in order to sim-
ulate random individual results. The participant P13 that we
suspected to be an outlier is closer to the random participants
than the other real participants. He was therefore excluded
for the rest of the analysis. However, the presented tech-
nique did not allow to highlight different strategies across
the participants, even when using more dimensions and re-
moving the random individual results.
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Figure 1. Representation of the distances between the par-
ticipants using the two principal components of the PCA ap-
plied on the between-participant similarity matrix RV, with
the real participants (P) and random participants (R).

4 ANALYSIS OF THE CLASSIFICATION

4.1 Hierarchical clustering

The average distance matrix D across the individual ma-
trices Dp was submitted to a hierarchical clustering analy-
sis, which represents the average distances in D with a tree
called dendrogram. In this tree, the distance between two
items (here vocal imitations) is represented by their height
of fusion (i.e. the height of the node linking the two items).

To identify significant clusters of items, the dendrogram
is usually cut at a given height of fusion. As an alternative
clustering method, we propose here to use a threshold of
inconsistency. The advantage of the inconsistency is to em-
phasize compact subclasses that would not be revealed using
the height of fusion. The inconsistency coefficient charac-
terizes a given node by comparing its height of fusion with
the respective heights of fusion of its non-leaf subnodes:

inconsistency =
height of fusion " µd

!d
(5)

where µd and !d are respectively the mean and the standard
deviation of the height of fusion of the d highest non-leaf
subnodes. The depth d specifies the maximum number of
non-leaf subnodes to include in the calculation. The maxi-
mum number is used if there are enough non-leaf subnodes,
otherwise all non-leaf subnodes are included. The inconsis-
tency coefficient of a given node is positive, having a value
set to 0 for leaf nodes, and increasing with the inner dissim-
ilarity of the objects merged by that node.
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Figure 2. Dendrogram of the vocal imitations (labeled using the imitator’s label followed by the label of the imitated sound).

4.2 Dendrogram of the vocal imitations

The dendrogram of the imitations is represented in Figure 2
(using the unweighted average linkage method). We created
the clusters with a threshold of inconsistency equal to 1.45
(using a maximal depth so that for each node, all its non-leaf
subnodes are included in the calculation). We chose this
threshold by decreasing the inconsistency, and so increas-
ing the number of clusters, until the created clusters did not
seem coherent to us anymore. It is important to note that
the 6 imitations of a given sound are not systematically in
the same cluster — in fact, only the sounds G1 and L2 have
their 6 imitations clustered together. Our hypothesis is that
it is related to the quality of the vocal imitations of a given
sound, or at least to the agreement between participants on
the way to imitate a given sound. As we want to highlight
common acoustic invariants in the imitated sounds, we fo-
cused on 7 clusters that seemed relevant to us:

(1) G1 made up of 6 imitations of the gas G1;

(2) G2 made up of 5 imitations of the gas G2;

(3) G3 made up of 5 imitations of the gas G3;

(4) E made up of 12 imitations of electric sounds;

(5) L2 made up of 6 imitations of the liquid L2;

(6) S made up of 8 imitations of solids;

(7) S ! made up of 5 imitations of solids.

We rejected X because it contains 2 imitations of a liquid
and 1 imitation of two gases. We also rejected Y because
although it contains 4 imitations of the same liquid L1, it
also contains 2 imitations of another liquid and 2 imitations
of an electric sound, and because its node of fusion is quite
high. Finally, we did not consider the clusters with 1 or 2
imitations (the other clusters gather at least 4 imitations).

5 ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF THE IMITATIONS

The goal of the analysis reported in this section is to predict
the classification of the 7 clusters described above from the
acoustical properties of the sounds. We used binary decision
trees with a few relevant acoustic descriptors. The descrip-
tors were computed with the IrcamDescriptor toolbox [16].

5.1 First level of the hierarchy

As a first step, we considered the first 3 classes in term of
height of fusion: G composed of G1, G2 and G3, E as de-
scribed previously, and R composed of L2, S and S !. To ex-
plain these classes, we chose 2 descriptors: (MA) the mod-
ulation amplitude of the energy envelope to discriminate be-
tween the sounds with a repetitive pattern in R and the one-
block sounds in G and E , and (MSC) the loudness weighted
mean of the perceptual spectral centroid to discriminate be-
tween the unvoiced imitations with a high-frequency noisy
part in G and the voiced imitations with a relatively low fun-
damental frequency in E . The classes are perfectly discrim-
inated (see Figure 3) with the following rules:

(1) G : MA < 0.301208 and MSC # "0.0697998;

(2) E : MA < 0.301208 and MSC < "0.0697998;

(3) R : MA # 0.301208.

One may wonder if these rules generalize well if consider-
ing the first 3 classes with the 72 imitations, instead of the
first 3 classes with the 47 imitations of the 7 clusters. The
answer is rather positive even if there are 7 errors of classi-
fication (see Figure 4). These errors are in part due to the
fact that 2 of the 3 classes have imitations with a repetitive
pattern, whereas only R has such imitations within the 7
clusters considered. Thus MA is not sufficient anymore to
discriminate between 2 of the 3 classes.
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Figure 3. Discrimination between (1) G, E , R, (2) G1, G2, G3 $ G, and (3) L2, S, S ! $ R (from left to right) with binary
decision rules and a few relevant acoustic descriptors.
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Figure 4. Generalization of the binary decision rules for the
discrimination between G, E and R, to the discrimination
between the first 3 classes with the 72 vocal imitations.

5.2 Second level of the hierarchy

We then focused on G and explained the 3 subclasses G1,
G2 and G3 with 2 descriptors: (TI) the temporal increase of
the energy envelope, and (ED) the effective duration of the
energy envelope, because we remarked that the sounds in
G1 are short with a brutal attack, the sounds in G2 are long
with a smooth attack, and the sounds in G3 are long with a
brutal attack. The classes are perfectly discriminated (see
Figure 3) with the following rules:

(1) G1 : ED < 1.85578;

(2) G2 : ED # 1.85578 and TI < 9.57589;

(3) G3 : ED # 1.85578 and TI # 9.57589.

We also focused on R and explained the 3 subclasses L2,
S and S ! with 2 descriptors: (SDSC) the loudness weighted
standard deviation of the perceptual spectral centroid to dis-
criminate between the sounds with a varying timbre in L2

and S and the sounds with a constant timbre in S !, and
(ZCR) the loudness weighted mean of the zero-crossing rate
to discriminate between the sounds with a quite low pitch in
L2 and the sounds with a higher pitch and some kind of

noise and roughness in S. The classes are perfectly discrim-
inated (see Figure 3) with the following rules:

(1) L2 : SDSC # 0.0231424 and ZCR < 4692.32;

(2) S : SDSC # 0.0231424 and ZCR # 4692.32;

(3) S ! : SDSC < 0.0231424.

6 DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper reports on the analysis of a free classification
experiment with vocal imitations of environmental sounds.
The descriptions provided by the participants suggest that
they used different kinds of similarities to group together
the imitations: causal, semantic, acoustic, hedonic, types of
vocal production. We have therefore proposed a method to
assess the individual strategies. Using the RV coefficient,
we computed a measure of pairwise similarity between the
participants. Although we detected an outlier, we were not
able to highlight different strategies. This may be due to the
method, or to the fact that the different kinds of similari-
ties might actually overlap. This method must therefore be
tested on synthetic data and other results from classification
experiments to assess its robustness and reliability. Other
measures of pairwise similarity could alternatively be used.

The participants’ classifications were submitted to a hi-
erarchical clustering analysis. We created clusters using the
inconsistency coefficient, instead of the height of fusion. We
chose a relevant threshold of inconsistency and created 7
clusters, which seemed interesting for finding acoustic in-
variants involved in the recognition of the imitated sources.
However, a more systematic method to select the threshold
of inconsistency may be preferred. A potential technique
based on bootstrap is currently being developed.

It was finally possible to predict the 7 clusters by us-
ing binary decision rules with a few acoustic descriptors.
With only 6 relevant descriptors, we discriminated the clus-
ters perfectly. This suggests that the acoustic similarities
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overlap with the similarities used by the participants to per-
form the classification. Several issues need to be considered
to extend these results to the imitated sounds. We worked
with non-onomatopoeic imitations so as to emphasize their
acoustic properties, and we chose clusters with respect to
their relative quality. But we should now assess the quality
of the imitations and their symbolic aspect, to ensure that
the acoustic invariants found in the imitations can be gener-
alized to the real sounds. Indeed, the imitations may allow
the discrimination between the perceptual categories but not
the recognition of these classes. Further experiments are re-
quired to address this issue.
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